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engrossed in commercial speculations, in grasping discoveries? It was the study of nature as dis-
at power and opulence, or in the indulgence of played by Infinite Wisdon, above, around and be.
sensual gratifications, to think of attending to the neath us, and iii that inner world in our own bosoms.
interests of science, and the progress of the humant Facts are the materials with which the temple of
mind. Much, however, might be accomplished 'Science has been erected-not upon the sands and
by varions classes of society, without interfering shoals of a purely ideal theory or hypothesis, but
with their ordinary avocations, if their attention npon the rock of well established facts. But these
were directed to sucl pursuits. Miners, in de- facts collected froin the various parts of the works
scerding through the crust of the earth, miglht of God, must be the subjects of patient thoglit
learn mucli of its structure and the strata through to usertain their influence upon eaci other, their
which they pass. Sailors, in fraversing the ocean, relations, and flie conîsequences to be deduced
and ascending the streams of the various portions therefroim. The purpose which food well digested
of the globe, have excellent opportunities for ob- serves in nourishing and expauding the corporeal
servini the phenomena of the vitr-rs, the atmos- systein, facts iel digested by reflection serve in
phere tle heavenus, the animais, the plants, and invigorating and enlarging the system of science.
the iihabitants peculiar to the climates and coun- The rude naterials must be incorporated into-
tries which they visit. But thousands of such assimilated to-the old system, tlus makin. al
persons can sail " twice from Indus to the frozen oursymmetrical wiolewitioutdestroviig theiden-
pole, as ignorant as tleir log and stubborn as their tity of the system of science. Trutli, like its Au-
compass," without rnaking any scientific discov- thor suffers no change: it is "the saine vesterday
ery. The observations made during one voyage to-day and forever." The laws of nture are but
across the Atlantic by a single intelligent obser- the establisled ineans througi whiich God mani-
ver-Humbolt-are of more value to.the scientific fests himself, or in otier words, carres on his
world than the observations of ten thousand others, works; and as their Author is without " variable-
who for thousands of years, have traversed the ness or shadow of turning," so biis laws, which
saine oceans. Yet these possessed the saine sen- are his attributes in action, are inmutable. In
tient organs, the same inîtelleetuial powers, and tlose laws there may be variety beyond our high.
the same opportunities for collecting fhets as that est powers to compute, as the Wisdoin of their
distinguished philosopher. And did such obser- Author is infinite ; but there is ne incongruity, no
vations make Humboldt a worse member of soci- want of symnmetry, nojarring sound thioughout the
ety ? Did they make him less active, less intel- infinitude of his works; tley aire but the channels
ligent, less virtuous, less humane, less happy ? for the outitowing of that Divine plenitude, and
Nay, instead of disqualifying the mind for official the streams must partake of the nature of the fouit-
duties, such observations vould tend to invigorate tain whence they flow. As the laws of nature sEo
it, and prevent that langour and enni which re- called, are bt Cod in action, we have the higheet
suit from mental inactivity, while they furnish a assurance tf every occurrence is a nîecessary
source of inîtellectual enjoyment amidst the heavi- part of the vhole, a link in the chain, and may
est cares of life. lead to undiscovered truth, or unasceitained laws.

Mind and matter are the subjects of ail our And the part yet explored is but as the drop com-
knowledge. The observation of facts is the only pared with the ocean. There are subjects of in-
true path to such knowledge. The course pur- quiry diversified enough for every variety of taste,
sued by children is our safest guiee in the study adapted to every ordeiof intellect, and profound
of nature, whether in the phenomena of the exter- enough for the most comprehensive understanding,
nal ereation, or in the powers and operations of in the infinite extent and undiscovered pheomena
thie human mind. That course is the observation of the heavens, in every pait of the visible crea-
of fact-which is the food of thought. This does tion teeming vith life, in the unsolved problems
not exclude the judicious use of books containing of the material world, in the undeveloped and un-
a record of the observations and discoveries of applied powers of the magnet, of electricity, of
others. They are, indeed, not the necessary but galvanism, of light and heat, of steam and me-
the most useful instruments to guide the steps of chanics, and, in short, in the attîibutes of mind
the student. But books can be no guide to the in the realm of morals, and in the deep and varied
unexplored regions of the vast domain of God. passions of the human soul. Here the nost ardent
The "Traveller's Guide" may serve us as far as thirst for knowledge may be allayed froi the ne-
the author himself has gone. 'But the object of ver failing fountains of nature. 'T'le philosopher
our scarch may be the unknown and unseen, never looks forward to the period when he is to
where there can be no "guide." What then is sec ail that is to be seeri, and kiiow ail that is to
to direct us in ogir inquiries? It is the patient be known, and possess all tiat is to be acquired.
study of the works of.nature-of mind and matter. le cannot, like Alexander, weep for more vorlds
What guide could Columbus find to direct his t ceonquer. The realms yet unsubdued, the mys-
course-to an unknown world ? What "traveller's teries unconquered, enclose hii on ali sides, invi-
guide" hîad Cook over the widely extended waters ting him to peaceful yet delightf ful triumplhs. As
of the Pacific ? What guide had Pythogoras, the student of nature stands at the base of the hill
Copernicus, Kepler, Galileo, and Newton in their of science, his horizon is circumscribcd, but as he
travels through the skies? What guide directed ascends, the field enlarges, until the mind, in its
Bacon to the truc method of Philosophy? What widest excursions, can catch a glimpse of the un-
guided Locke into the mysterious labyrinths of the discovered land, a ray from off the wished-for
huian mind ? Wiat has ever guided to any new shore.


